Cyclical tales, chapter 1:

INCREASING THE LEAK
Atelier for continuous research
Increasing the leak
Aquatic tales
PAV Geneva
Geneva's first "jet d'eau"
Coulouvrenière, 1886
The Drize and the PAV
Atelier for continuous research
The Drize and the PAV
Atelier for continuous research
Proposals for uncertain conditions
Batia Suter, *Surface Series (Table Selection)*
2010-2011

01 iconology
02 performance

Allan Wexler, Coffee Seeks Its Own Level
1990
Atelier for Uncertain Research
(Truant + Rodet + Düsterhüs +)
avec Mélissa Freudiger

28.10 Cyclical Tales
Truwant + Rodet + Freudiger i.c.w. Kollektiv Hotel Regina, The Holy Fountain
Cyclical Tales, Basel, 2022
Andrea Branzi with Archizoom Associati, No-Stop City, Residential parkings
1971
Bernard Tschumi, Le Fresnoy
Tourcoing, FR, 1998

04 Possible futures